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Have you ever watched an advertisement and wondered at the end what was the product it was 

trying to promote?  When that happens I am usually quite pleased, but of course it means that the 

advertisement has failed.  If I do not know what is being promoted, what the message is, then even 

if I enjoy the little film they have made, it is a failure.  All the time and effort that has gone into the 

making of it has been wasted - at least as far as this one viewer and potential consumer is 

concerned. 

Today's scriptures deliver a message and they are very concerned not to get in the way of that 

message, not to allow the messengers to cast a shadow that obscures what is being conveyed. 

Both Isaiah and John have things to say about restoration.   

Restoration is a fairly contemporary buzz word, especially in regard to preserving old buildings and 

bringing them new life.  In a way it is what is done by our own Highland Folk Museum, with 

buildings being brought there in run-down form and rebuilt and restored to show how they were in 

they hey day.  Fairly recently there was even a television show about it: with old buildings and their 

supporters vying for money to be restored to past glories, but with modern application to their 

communities.  Isaiah and John were addressing situations where things - hopes, beliefs - looked old 

and useless and past it: part of history and nothing more.  They wanted to show their hearers that 

there was more here than first impressions would suggest, and more relevance to their lives than 

just as matters of historic interest.  When it comes to the good news of the gospel, that is exactly 

what the church has to say to our neighbours.  It may be rooted in history but that doesn't make it 

old and irrelevant.  But, like Isaiah and John, we must not stand in the way of our message. 

Our first Scripture, from the book of Isaiah is a superb example of the messenger doing his best not 

to get in the way - and succeeding.  The first part of the book of Isaiah is written in the 8th century 

B.C. by Isaiah son of Amoz, who lived in Jerusalem, took up the role of God's messenger in the 

year the King Uzziah died, and was consulted by King Hezekiah.  But when we get, as we did last 

week, to chapter 40 it is obvious that someone else is speaking now: someone who lives in a 

different time and political situation.  What is written there, as we saw, is written to people who are 

living in exile.  We don't know who wrote these words, because he or she has not given a name, but 

has simply declared that he or she is standing in the tradition of the old prophet Isaiah.  And again, 

when we get to today's part of the prophecy, many scholars think that yet a third "Isaiah" is at work, 

and the political situation being addressed has changed again.   

So this morning's prophet is superb at not getting in the way of his message.  He simply stands 

behind an accepted source, hides behind the name of another in order to get his message heard and 

accepted.  No one reading this text wonders much about the speaker: it is what is said that is 

important: the messenger has done his task. 

John the Baptist also doesn't want to stand in the way of his message.  When the people ask about 

him he brushes the questions aside.  "No, no, no!"  He hasn't given a lot of thought to who he is, 

what part in fulfilling prophecy he plays.  That is not important.  What is important is who he is 



pointing to, and that people should hear and should listen.  People needed to be willing to hear him, 

and he knew that they might well not be. 

Isaiah (the second) had said - as we read last week - "In the wilderness prepare the way of the 

Lord."  (Isaiah 40:3)  In other words they were to prepare even where things looked unpropitious, 

since they were in exile and away from home.  They were to prepare so that God could come with 

his comfort and his good news.  But John changes the punctuation of the phrase (or maybe the 

writers of the Greek Old Testament had done that already) and says he is "The voice of one crying 

in the wilderness, 'Make straight the way of the Lord.'" (John 1:23)  The difference is that the 

atmosphere to John's message is hostile, not just the territory in which it is to be worked out.  John, 

in his own land among his own people feels that he is in the wilderness.  John is one step further 

removed than Isaiah was from actually seeing people prepare the way.  Isaiah could assume that if 

given the instruction people would be glad to respond, even in their wilderness.  John feels like 

someone shouting at the desert winds.  But he still has a message to get across.  He still must not get 

in the way of that message. 

We too should not get in the way of our message.  The church can cast a long shadow at times, a 

shadow of history, a shadow of insisting on itself, on its ways, its rights, its deeds.  Sometimes the 

shadow cast by the church can stop people seeing or hearing or understanding the message.  It can 

seem that the church is promoting something that has past its usefulness, because people see the 

messenger as out of touch.  And that is all wrong. 

The message is the important thing, not the messenger.  We don't matter.  That people should look at 

us and say "That's a good messenger" is not the point.  What does it matter if people notice who is 

teaching and doing the work of liberation, of comfort, of bringing justice?  Surely it is more 

important that it is done and that the habit of doing these things catches on? 

Take an example from our history.  When no one else took responsibility for the education of 

children in this nation - all children, not just some - the church provided schools.  It was right that 

children should learn, that people be educated out of poverty, so the church did what was right.  

When government saw that what the church was doing was right and brought benefit not just to 

individuals but also to the nation, it took over the task.  There was then no need for the church to 

grumble, to moan that it got there first, that it's part was being forgotten.  Right was being done, and 

that was the important thing. 

More recently other campaigns for what is right and fair have started with the church.  I well 

remember marching with a group of female clergy through the streets of Edinburgh to meet with the 

parliament, proclaiming that it would be right to seek to Make Poverty History.  That was a 

movement which began with the church, but moved into wider society, as people realised that this 

was a good goal, a right goal. 

Similarly in the end of the 1990s the campaign for Jubilee 2000 began in the churches, asking that 

the poorest countries be forgiven their debt to the world financial agencies and that the terms of 

such loans be made more equitable.  Again, that campaign moved outside the churches, when 

people were made to understand the inequalities of the system and how it was weighted in favour of 

the richest nations against the poorest. 

Or we can look at the Fairtrade movement.  It began in small niche retailers, many of whom were 

Christian, but now has spilled into the Supermarkets - not as much as it could yet, but it is growing, 

and the more we buy the fairly traded products, the more the supermarkets will demand that they be 

supplied in a fair way.  Again there is no need to jump up and down and say "Remember who 

started this movement".  It's not about the messenger but about the message and when the message 

is really getting out there, the messenger will get forgotten and that is all right.  Never mind who 



started the idea when God's justice is getting enacted and the message of God's love and salvation in 

the here and now is getting across. 

In Advent our message is all these things, justice, freedom, good news, God's favour to us, 

restoration of hope: all the things which our anonymous Isaiah said that God's Spirit had sent him to 

proclaim.  All these things begin and end with Jesus.  For John, and for us, the message in Advent 

and always is Jesus.  Not just baby Jesus in the manger - although the implications of that are 

staggering and far from trivial.  The message is Jesus, the justice and the mercy and the grace of 

God come among us.  It is Jesus who restores us, even as Isaiah has promised his hearers 

restorations of all their dearest hopes.  Jesus is the message and although we may notice the 

messengers, we do not, we must not confuse them with the message itself. 

The church brings the message to the world, but we are not the message.  We are called to 

demonstrate the effect of the message, because what use is a word spoken which no one is putting 

into practice and showing to be good and true?  We are called to live by our message, because 

anything else would be hypocritical in the extreme, and the message itself would be fatally 

undermined.  We have seen this in recent days with the response of St. Paul's cathedral to the 

presence of the protesters encamped around their walls.  And in a similar situation would we have 

responded any better? 

We are people who offer the tickets to those waiting at the bus stop so that they can get on the bus 

and reach the destination.  Jesus is the destination and one of his gifts, as Isaiah clearly says, is 

restoration; restoration, as in putting something back for a current purpose, making things better. 

Restoration, not to life as it was in the good old days - whether they be the 1950s 0r the 60s, or the 

pre credit-crunch excesses - but restoration to God's ideas of justice and freedom.  When God came 

to restore his people it was to make them and their lives better than they had been before, better as 

in being more in line which his perfect purposes for them.  When God comes to restore us it is to his 

standards, not our half-baked, short-term ideas.  God comes to make us his own, to give us the joy 

that flows through his messengers, to restore us to being his praising people. 

Amen 


